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Abstract: The dynamical model of a toy helicopter considered as two rigid bodies is deduced
using Kane’s equation. Another model is presented that considers the helicopter as a single
rigid body. It is shown that the response of the rotational dynamics modelled as two rigid
bodies is cosine while that modelled as one rigid body is linear. In addition, a flight controller is
presented that is based on dynamic inversion and model predictive control (MPC). In order to
decrease the online computational effort associated with a conventional model predictive
controller, an explicit MPC algorithm is introduced, which converts the online computations to
offline computations to solve the real-time problem. Experimental results show that the
controller is able to operate in real-time and can closely track the trajectory without overshoot.
Keywords: helicopter, MPC, flight control, Kane’s equation
1 INTRODUCTION
Small-scale unmanned helicopters, also called toy
helicopters, are widely used in many application
fields because of their small size and superior flight
characteristics, such as vertical take-off, landing, and
hovering. They can be used in search and rescue
after natural disasters, patrol and surveillance,
filming movies, suppression of smuggling, inspec-
tion of power lines, large bridges, dams, and so on.
However, helicopter models are strongly coupled,
multivariate, time delay non-linear systems. The
design of a control system for autonomous flight is
therefore a challenging task [1, 2].
There is a considerable literature on the modelling of
helicopters, but the focus is on large-scale helicopters
[3–10]. There are a few papers on toy helicopters. In
[5], a non-linear mathematical model for a toy
helicopter was deduced in terms of the interaction
between the flybar and the main rotor blade and
fuselage movement. In [6], a model of a Yamaha-R50
toy helicopter was derived. In [7], a subspace state
space method was used to create a model. In [8], a
universal parameter model of roll and pitch channels
was developed that considered the main rotor, the
flybar, and the fuselage. However, in all of these works,
the inertial effects of the main rotor are neglected. In
[9] and [10], the authors analysed the inertial effect of
the main rotor and found that it makes a significant
contribution to the dynamical model. The main rotor
should be modelled as a rigid body and not as a mass
point. However, Euler angles 1–2–3 not yaw–pitch–roll
angles are used in the mathematical model. The main
advantage of yaw–pitch–roll angles is that they can be
controlled separately. If we correct small errors in the
yaw, pitch, and roll individually, we can correct them
directly because we have achieved the nominal
attitude of the helicopter [11]. This concept is used
to derive the mathematical model presented in this
paper.
Several controller design methods, such as PID,
fuzzy control, and neural network control can be
used for flight control [12–14]. However, all these
methods have one common drawback: they have
first to measure the plant output and compare it
with the desired output before the control signals
can be generated. Thus, the controller output
depends on the actual error and short part of the
past state trajectory. Compared with these methods,
model-based predictive control (MPC) generates the
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control signal based not only on the actual error and
past state trajectory but also on the future behaviour
of the system. Also, the control rules (gains) change
in every control cycle in order to minimize the
control error and satisfy the defined constraints (e.g.
limits for controller outputs).
MPC makes an explicit use of the model of the
plant to obtain the control signal by minimizing an
objective function. MPC consists of three steps.
1. Prediction of the plant output at a future time
moment by use of the plant model. 2. Calculation of
a control sequence by minimizing an objective
function, called receding, which means that at each
moment the horizon is shifted forwards. 3. Applica-
tion of the first control signal of the sequence
calculated at each step [15]. This is different from
traditional optimization control.
In [16], a non-linear predictive controller was
designed for a two-degrees-of-freedom (DOF) toy
helicopter using simulation. In [17] a model pre-
dictive controller was used to control a two DOF toy
helicopter. The controller ran on a dedicated PC
running the xPC target real-time kernel to solve the
timing problems that plague real-time Windows
applications.
However, the conventional quadratic program
(QP) algorithm demands significant online compu-
tational effort, which limits its applicability to fast
plants, such as a six DOF helicopter. The explicit
MPC converts the online computations to offline
computations which significantly decreases the
computation time [18]. In this paper, explicit model
predictive control algorithms are introduced to
control a six DOF toy helicopter.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2
discusses multivariate state space models for explicit
predictive control with constraints and section 3
deduces the kinematical and dynamical model of the
helicopter. Section 4 analyses two models: one that
considers the helicopter as one rigid body and one
that considers it to be two rigid bodies. Section 5
presents the proposed controller. Experiments are
shown in section 6 and conclusions and future work
are outlined in section 7.
2 EXPLICIT MPC ALGORITHM
Let the state space equation of a plant be
x kz1ð Þ~Ax kð ÞzB u kð Þ
y kð Þ~C x kð ÞzD u kð Þ
ð1Þ
while fulfilling the constraints:
ymin¡y kð Þ¡ymax
umin¡u kð Þ¡umax
where, x(k) is the n-dimensional state vector of the
plant, u(k) is the m-dimensional vector of manipu-
lated variables, and y(k) is the p-dimension vector of
the plant output.
The MPC algorithm minimizes an objective func-
tion (2) to obtain the control law
min
XN{1
k~0
y tzk tjð Þ{r tð Þ½ ’S y tzk tjð Þ{r tð Þ½ 
zDu0 tzkð ÞTDu tzkð Þ
subject to
ymin¡ytzk tj ¡ymax, k~1,    ,Ncy
umin¡utzk¡umax, k~0,    ,Ncu
Dumin¡Du tzkð Þ¡Dumax, k~0,    Ncu
u tzkð Þ~0, koNu
xtjt~x tð Þ
x tzkz1 tjð Þ~Ax tzk tjð ÞzB u tzk{1ð ÞzDu tzkð Þ½ ,
ko0
y tzk tjð Þ~Cx tzk tjð ÞzD u tzk{1ð ÞzDu tzkð Þ½ 
ko0
ð2Þ
where Du(t)5u(t)2u(t2 1), S is the error weight
matrix, T is the control weight matrix, r is the
reference input, N, Ncy, Ncu, Nu are the predictive,
output constraint, input constraint, control horizon,
respectively.
By substituting x tzk tjð Þ~Akx tð Þz P
k{1
j~0
AjBu tzð
k{1{jÞ, equation (2) can be rewritten as
min
1
2
z0Qzzh0C0z ð3Þ
subject to
Gz¡WzSh
where z5 [u9(0),…,u9(m2 1)]9 is the vector to be
optimized and h5 [x(t),u(t2 1),r(t)]9 is the vector of
parameters, and matrix Q, C, G, W, S are easily
obtained from equation (2).
For this multi-parametric QP (mp_QP) problem,
we need find an initial vector h0 inside the
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polyhedral set H5 {h:Th ( Z} of parameters over
which we want to solve the problem. This can be
solved by the linear program
max
h,z
e
subject to
Tihze Ti
 ¡Zi
Gz{Sh¡W
ð4Þ
Then the optimization solution z0 can be solved by the
QP problem (3) and a set of active constraints ~Gz05
~W + ~Sh0 out of the constraints (3) can be determined.
The QP problem (3) can be solved by applying the
Karush–Kuhn–Tuker conditions
QzzChzG0l~0,l [ Rq
li G
iz{Wi{Sih
 
~0,i~1,    , q
ð5aÞ
lo0
Gz{W{Sh¡0
ð5bÞ
where, the superscript i denotes the ith row. Q is a
full rank matrix, so we can solve equation (5a) for z
z~{Q{1 ChzG0lð Þ ð6Þ
Let l˘ and ~l denote the Lagrange multipliers corre-
sponding to inactive constraints and active constraints,
respectively. For inactive constraints, l˘50. For active
constraints, 2~GQ21(Ch+ ~G9~l)2 ~W2 ~Sh50, and there-
fore
~l~{ ~GQ{1 ~G
0 {1 ~Wz~Sh
 
z~GQ{1Ch
  ð7Þ
where, (~GQ21~G9)21 exists because the rows of ~G are
linearly independent.
By substituting ~l from equation (7) into equation
(6) it is possible to obtain
z~
{Q{1 Ch{~G
0 ~GQ{1 ~G
0 {1 ~Wz~Sh
 
z~GQ{1Ch
  	 ð8Þ
From equations (7) and (8), we can see that both ~l and
z are affine functions of h. However, they characterize
the solution only locally in the neighbourhood of a
specific h0, since optimization active sets are not
produced when this characterization remains valid.
This region can be characterized as follows.
First, the region must satisfy the constraints in
equation (3)
{GQ{1 Ch{~G
0 ~GQ{1 ~G
0
 {1
~Wz~Sh
 
z~GQ{1Ch
  	
¡WzSx ð9Þ
Second, the Lagrange multipliers must be non-
negative
{ ~GQ{1 ~G
0 {1 ~Wz~Sh
 
z~GQ{1Ch
 
o0 ð10Þ
Equations (9) and (10) construct a polyhedron CR0
which is the largest set such that the combination of
active constraints at the minimum remains un-
changed. Thus, the solution z is obtained given h0
in the region CR0. As for the rest of CR0, it can be
partitioned into several subspaces through the
following algorithm.
Let Y#Rn be a polyhedron, and CR0{x g Y : Ax ( b}
a polyhedral subset of Y, CR0?Ø. Also let
Ri~ x [ Y :
Aixwbi
Ajx¡bj,Vjvi
( )
, i~1,    m
where, m5dim(b), and let CRrest|mi~1Ri.
Then
1. CRrest|CR0~Y
2. CR0|Ri~1, Ri|Rj~1, ;i? j i.e. {CR0, R1,…,
Rm} is a partition of Y.
For each subspace, the procedure of finding the
solution and the optimization active sets is iterated.
Finally, every solution is found in every subspace.
More details of the algorithm can be found in [18].
3 MODELLING OF THE HELICOPTER
The main differences between toy helicopters and
full-size helicopters include the following [10]:
(a) a much higher ratio of the main rotor mass to
the fuselage mass;
(b) the rotation speed of the main rotor of toy
helicopters is higher than that of most full-sized
helicopters;
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(c) toy helicopters have very stiff main rotors
without flapping hinges.
The initial effects of the main rotor make a
significant contribution to the rotational dynamics
and can not be neglected. Not only the fuselage but
also the main rotor should be modelled as rigid body.
The simplified model of a toy helicopter is shown
in Fig. 1, where the fuselage is labelled with an F, the
main rotor with MR, the tail rotor with TR, the mass
centre of the fuselage with Fo, the mass centre of the
main rotor with MRo, the mass centre of the tail
rotor with TRo and the variables are as listed in the
Appendix.
The kinematical equations of translation and
rotation can be deduced as follows.
The kinematical equations of translation are
_px~u
_py~v
_pz~w ð11Þ
The kinematical equations of rotation
_w~pztan hð Þ sin wð Þqzcos wð Þrð Þ ð12aÞ
_h~cos wð Þq{sin wð Þr ð12bÞ
_y~ sin wð Þqzcos wð Þrð Þ=cos hð Þ ð12cÞ
As for the dynamical equations, the helicopter is
regarded as two rigid bodies, the fuselage and the
main rotor. Kane’s method is chosen for modelling
because of its low computational complexity. In
order to simplify the dynamics, the following
assumptions will be considered.
1. The axis f3 is in-line with the main rotor axis and
the mass centre of the fuselage is located on f3.
2. r is constant.
3. vMR is constant and the moment of inertia of the
main rotor IMR11 is equal to I
MR
22 .
4. The products of the inertias of different axes of
the fuselage and main rotor are zero.
5. The lifting force and drag force of the horizontal
tail, the lateral force, and the drag force of the
vertical tail and the aerodynamic force of the
fuselage are neglected.
6. The effect of inertia of the tail rotor is neglected.
The first assumption can be achieved by appro-
priate placement of the equipment on the fuselage
and the second assumption can be achieved by
using a separate control loop for r. The angular
velocity of the main rotor is constant which can also
be implemented by using a separated control loop
for vMR. Thus, the assumptions that vMR is constant
are reasonable. As the body of the helicopter is
nearly symmetrical we can suggest that the moment
of inertia of the main rotor IMR11 is equal to I
MR
22 and
the products of the inertias of different axes of the
fuselage and main rotor are zero. Assumption 5 is
valid if the helicopter moves at a low speed. Actually
in many applications, such as the inspection of
power lines, the speed of the helicopter is very slow.
Thus, this assumption is reasonable. The effect of
the inertia of the tail rotor is very small which has
been validated in [10], so it is neglected during the
modelling.
The positions of the helicopter px, py, pz and the
pitch–roll–yaw angles w, h, y completely describe the
configuration of the system and are defined as
generalized coordinates. The translational speeds u,
v, w and the rotational speeds p, q, r describe the
motion of the system and are defined as generalized
speeds. In order to obtain Kane’s dynamical equa-
tions, the velocities of the mass centres TRO, FO,
MRO and the angular velocities of the fuselage and
main rotor are calculated firstly, then the partial
velocities.
The partial velocities of the mass centre of the
fuselage, Fo can be obtained as
vFo1 ~
LvFo
Lu
~n1, v
Fo
2 ~
LvFo
Lv
~n2, v
Fo
3 ~
LvFo
Lw
~n3,
vFo4 ~
LvFo
Lp
~{ LF{LMRð Þ mMR
M
f 2
vFo5 ~
LvFo
Lq
~ LF{LMRð Þ mMR
M
f 1, v
Fo
6 ~
LvFo
Lr
~0
The partial velocities of the mass centre of the tail
Fig. 1 Simplified model of the toy helicopter
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rotor TRo can be obtained as
vTRo1 ~
LvTRo
Lu
~n1, v
TRo
2 ~
LvTRo
Lv
~n2,
vTRo3 ~
LvTRo
Lw
~n3,
vTRo4 ~
LvTRo
Lp
~
LFmFzLMRmMRð Þ
M
f 2
vTRo5 ~
LvTRo
Lq
~{
LFmFzLMRmMRð Þ
M
f 1zLTf 3,
vTRo6 ~
LvTRo
Lr
~{LTf 2
The partial velocities of the mass centre of the main
rotor MRo can be obtained as
vMRo1 ~
LvMRo
Lu
~n1, v
MRo
2 ~
LvMRo
Lv
~n2,
vMRo3 ~
LvMRo
Lw
~n3,
vMRo4 ~
LvMRo
Lp
~{ LMR{LFð Þ mF
M
f 2
vMRo5 ~
LvMRo
Lq
~ LMR{LFð Þ mF
M
f 1, v
MRo
6 ~
LvMRo
Lr
~0
The partial velocities of the fuselage and the main
rotor (they have the same partial velocities)
vF1 v
MR
1
 
~
LvF
Lu
~0, vF2 v
MR
2
 
~
LvF
Lv
~0,
vF3 v
MR
3
 
~
LvF
Lw
~0
vF4~ v
MR
4
 
~
LvF
Lp
~f 1, v
F
5 v
MR
5
 
~
LvF
Lq
~f 2,
vF6 v
MR
6
 
~
LvF
Lr
~f 3
The forces and the torques acting on the helicopter
are FTR2 , F
MR
3 , T
TR
2 , T
MR
1 , T
MR
2 , T
MR
3 , and the general-
ized active forces Fr(r5 1,2, …, 6) can be calculated
by the following equation
Fr~F
TR
2 f 2
:vTRor zF
MR
3 f 3
:vMRor zmFgn3
:vFor
zmMRgn3:v
MRo
r z T
MR
1 f 1zT
MR
2 f 2

zT MR3 f 3

:vMRr zT
TR
2 f 2
:vFr
Thus
F1~F
MR
3 sin wð Þsin yð Þzsin hð Þcos wð Þcos yð Þð Þ
{F TR2 sin yð Þcos wð Þ{sin wð Þsin hð Þcos yð Þð Þ
F2~F
TR
2 cos wð Þcos yð Þzsin wð Þsin hð Þsin yð Þð Þ
{F MR3 sin wð Þcos yð Þ{sin hð Þsin yð Þcos wð Þð Þ
F3~F
TR
2 sin wð Þcos hð ÞzFMR3 cos wð Þcos hð Þ{Mg
F4~T
MR
1 z
LMRmMRzLFmF
M
FTR2
F5~T
MR
2 zT
TR
2
F6~T
MR
3 {LT F
TR
2
The generalized inertial forces Fr (r5 1,2, …, 6) can
be calculated as
Fr~{
mFa
Fo
F
:vFor z IFaFzvF| IFvFð Þ½ :vFr
zmMRa
MRo
MR
:vMRor z
IMRaMRzvMR
| IMRvMRð Þ

 
:vMRr
8
><
>:
9
>=
>;
Thus
F1~{M _u, F

2~{M _v, F

3~{M _w
F4~{ I
MR
11 zI
F
11z
mFmMR
M
LF{LMRð Þ2
 
_p
z IF22{I
F
33{I
MR
11 z
mFmMR
M
LF{LMRð Þ2
 
qr
{2IMR11 vMRq
F5~{ I
F
22zI
MR
11 { LMR{LFð Þ2
mFmMR
M
 
_q
zz2IMR11 vMRp
z IF33zI
MR
11 {I
F
11z LF{LMRð Þ2
mFmMR
M
 
pr
F6~ I
F
11{I
F
22
 
pq{ 2IMR11 zI
F
33
 
_r
At last, the dynamical equations of translation and
rotation can be deduced by Kane’s equation
FrzF

r~0 for r5 1,2, …, 6.
The dynamical equations of translation can be
written as
M _u~FMR3 sin wð Þsin yð Þzsin hð Þcos wð Þcos yð Þð Þ
{FTR2 sin yð Þcos wð Þ{sin wð Þsin hð Þcos yð Þð Þ
M _v~FTR2 cos wð Þcos yð Þzsin wð Þsin hð Þsin yð Þð Þ
{FMR3 sin wð Þcos yð Þ{sin hð Þsin yð Þcos wð Þð Þ
M _w~FTR2 sin wð Þcos hð ÞzFMR3 cos wð Þcos hð Þ{Mg
ð13Þ
The dynamical equations of rotation can be written as
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_p~a12qzb
u
11T
MR
1 zb
v
11F
TR
2 zbqrqr ð14aÞ
_q~a21pzb
u
22T
MR
2 zb
v
22T
TR
2 zbprpr ð14bÞ
_r~bu31F
TR
2 zb
v
33T
MR
3 zbpqpq ð14cÞ
where
a12~{
2M IMR11 vMR
M IF11zI
MR
11
 
z LF{LMRð Þ2mFmMR
,
bu11~
LFmFzLMRmMRð ÞM
M IF11zI
MR
11
 
z LF{LMRð Þ2mFmMR
bv11~
LMRmMR
M IF11zI
MR
11
 
z LF{LMRð Þ2mFmMR
,
bqr~{
M IMR11 {I
F
22zI
F
33
 
{ LF{LMRð Þ2mFmMR
M IF11zI
MR
11
 
z LF{LMRð Þ2mFmMR
a21~{
2M IMR11 vMR
M IF22zI
MR
11
 
z LF{LMRð Þ2mFmMR
,
bu22~{
M
M IF22zI
MR
11
 
z LF{LMRð Þ2mFmMR
bv22~{
M
M IF22zI
MR
11
 
z LF{LMRð Þ2mFmMR
,
bpr~{
M IF33zI
MR
11 {I
F
11
 
z LF{LMRð Þ2mFmMR
M IF22zI
MR
11
 
z LF{LMRð Þ2mFmMR
bu31~{
LT
IFF33z2I
MR
11
, bv33~
1
IF33z2I
MR
11
,
bpq~
IF11{I
F
22
IF33z2I
MR
11
4 LINEARIZATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE
MODEL
From the derived kinematic and dynamic equations
it is possible to observe that equations (12), (13),
and (14) are non-linear equations, unlike equation
(11). Also, there is coupling in these equations.
However, according to the assumptions, equation
(14) is linear as r and vMR are constant. The
equations (12a) and (12b) are also linear during
hovering or low speed operation. Because the pitch
angle and roll angle are very small, which means
that cos(w)< 1, cos(h)< 1, sin(w)< w, sin(h)< h,
equations (12a) and (12b) can be simplified to
_w~p
_h~q
ð15Þ
This is a linearized model. It should be noted that
the model presented in [4] and [5] can not be
linearized easily. The rotational kinematic equa-
tions presented in [4] and [5] are
_q4~ u4 cos q6ð Þ{u5 sin q6ð Þð Þ=cos q5ð Þ
_q5~u4 sin q6ð Þzu5 cos q6ð Þ
_q6~u6ztan q5ð Þ u4 cos q6ð Þ{u5 sin q6ð Þð Þ
ð16Þ
where, q4, q5, q6 are the Euler angles 1–2–3, and u4, u5,
u6 are the angular speeds in the frame F of the fuselage.
From the above equation, we can see that q˙4, q˙5 are
affected by q6; however, q6 may change during flight.
Thus it is not a good idea to linearize the model.
The model of the helicopter considered as one
rigid body is also deduced in order to isolate
differences between them. The results show that
the kinematic equations and dynamic equations of
translation are the same. However, the dynamic
equations of rotation are different.
The following equations describe the dynamics of
rotation considering the helicopter as one rigid body
_p~
1
I11
T MR1 {LFF
TR
2
 
{
I33{I22
I11
qr ð17aÞ
_q~
1
I22
T MR2 zT
TR
2
 
{
I11{I33
I22
pr ð17bÞ
_r~
1
I33
T MR3 {
I22{I11
I33
pq{
LT
I33
FTR2 ð17cÞ
where, I11, I22, I33 are the principal moments of the
inertia of the helicopter.
It can be seen that equation (17) is different to
equation (14). In order to simplify the analysis of the
difference, FTR2 and T
TR
2 are considered as distur-
bances and r is taken to be zero. The equations (14a)
and (14b) become
_p~a12qzb
u
11T
MR
1
_q~a21pzb
u
22T
MR
2
ð18Þ
The equations (17a) and (17b) simplify to
_p~
T MR1
I11
_q~
T MR2
I22
ð19Þ
Comparing equation (18) with equation (19), it is clear
that they are different. In particular, there exist the
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terms a12, a21 in equation (18), while there are no such
terms in equation (19), which make strong coupling
between the lateral and longitudinal channels. This
becomes clear by solving equations (18) and (19) if the
input T MR1 , T
MR
2 are considered as being constant.
For equation (18)
p~
bu22
a12
T MR2 zC1 cos a12tð ÞzC2 sin a12tð Þ
q~{
bu11
a12
T MR1 zC2 cos a12tð Þ{C1 sin a12tð Þ
ð20Þ
For equation (19)
p~
1
I11
T MR1 tzC1
q~
1
I22
T MR2 tzC2
ð21Þ
It is clear that the results are completly different. The
step response of p and q is cosine according to
equation (20), whereas the step response of p and q is
linear according to equation (21) under the above
assumptions. As a result, we should model the
helicopter as two rigid bodies not as one rigid body.
5 DESIGN OF THE CONTROLLER
After the linearization described in section 4,
equations (14) and (15) are linear and only equation
(13) is non-linear. It can be linearized using the
dynamic inversion method. After the linearization,
the design of the flight controller will become facile.
An MPC which has many advantages is applied to
control the helicopter.
The general scheme of the helicopter controller is
shown in Fig. 2. In the figure, C1 denotes the
position controller, C2 the attitude controller, and
Plant the helicopter or its model. The block W
denotes the rotational dynamics (14), the block Q
denotes the rotational kinematics (12), and the block
F123 denotes the translational dynamics (13). The
block A-MPC is the attitude MPC controller which
controls the angles w, h. The combination of the
block G0, P-MPC, and the block F
{1
123 is the position
controller which controls the position px, py, pz. The
block G0, is the pre-filter which softens the trajectory
and the block P-MPC generates the desired accel-
erations. The block F{1123 is the inversion of equation
(13). As for the control of the azimuth, it is
implemented through a separate control loop using
a PID controller based on the angular vector control
system gyro equipped on the helicopter.
In order to design the A-MPC, we need to know
the state space equations. Considering that r is equal
to zero, FTR2 and T
TR
2 are disturbances, the combina-
tion of equations (14a), (14b), and (15) will be
_w
_h
_p
_q
2
666664
3
777775
~
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
0 0 0 a12
0 0 a21 0
2
666664
3
777775
w
h
p
q
2
666664
3
777775
z
0 0
0 0
bu11 0
0 bu22
2
666664
3
777775
T MR1
T MR2
" #
y~
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1
2
666664
3
777775
w
h
p
q
2
666664
3
777775
ð22Þ
This is the state space equation of the attitude part of
the model. The time delay of the plant is 0.12 s and
the limits of actuators are 26 N m ( u(6 N m. The
error weight matrix S is diag(10, 10, 0, 0) and the
control weight matrix T equals diag(0.01, 0.01). The
predictive horizon N5 30 and control horizon
Nu5 2. Substituting the parameters of the helicopter
into equation (22), we get a125 10.17, a215210.17,
bu11~1:95, b
u
22~1:95.
Thus, all of the coefficients of equation (2) are known,
and it can be transformed into the form of equation (3).
The matrices Q, C, G, W, S have the following forms
Fig. 2 Scheme of the helicopter controller
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Q~
0:644 0 0:409 {0:014
0 0:644 0:014 0:409
0:409 0:0134 0:529 0
{0:014 0:409 0 0:529
2
666664
3
777775
C~
25:568 {11:99    0
11:99 25:258    0
21:811 {9:585    0
9:585 21:811    0
2
666664
3
777775
4|34
G~
1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
{1 0 0 0
0 {1 0 0
1 0 1 0
0 1 0 1
{1 0 {1 0
0 {1 0 {1
2
666666666666666664
3
777777777777777775
, W~
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
6
2
666666666666666664
3
777777777777777775
, S~
29 30
0    {1 0    0
0    0 {1    0
0    1 0    0
0    0 1    0
0    {1 0    0
0    0 {1    0
0    1 0    0
0    0 1    0
2
666666666666666664
3
777777777777777775
8|34
This QP problem can be solved by the explicit
MPC described in section 2. Through the explicit
MPC algorithm, the QP problem will be changed to
look-up the corresponding feedback gain. The
following equation is the solution to the QP problem.
There are 41 polyhedral portions R1, R2 … R41
u~
{27:314    {12:273 0 0
{12:273    27:314 0 0

 
2|34
h
{4:552    {2:046 0 0
{2:046    4:552 0 0
4:552    2:046 0 0
2:046    {4:552 0 0
{7:851    {3:600 0 0
{3:600    {7:851 0 0
7:851    3:600 0 0
3:600    {7:851 0 0
2
66666666666664
3
77777777777775
8|34
h¡
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
66666666666664
3
77777777777775
R1
{u1 t{1ð Þ{6
{u2 t{1ð Þ{6

 
R1
4:285    2:256 0 0
{1:331    2:883 0 0
2:522    1:615 0 0
{1:812    2:830 0 0
{3:778    8:597 0 0
2
6666664
3
7777775
5|34
h¡
{1
{1
{1
{1
{1
2
6666664
3
7777775
R2
..
. ..
.
0    0 0 0
{5:220    11:310 0 0

 
2|34
hz
{6
{1:973

 
R2
1:296    {2:809 0 0
8:757    3:922 0 0
{4:590    {2:439 0 0
{3:575    8:111 0 0
2
6664
3
7775
4|34
h¡
1
1
{1
{1
2
6664
3
7775R41
8
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where, h5 [x1(t) x2(t) x3(t) … x28(t) u1(t2 1) u2(t21)
r1(t) r2(t) r3(t) r4(t)]9
It should be noted that there are 24 more state
variables than usual because of the time delay (0.12 s).
As for the position control, it is very hard to
design a model predictive controller because of the
non-linearity of the translational dynamics. How-
ever, the translational dynamics can be linearized
by its inversion, F{1123. Unfortunately these equa-
tions are transcendental equations and hard to
solve. However, when the helicopter hovers or flies
at low speeds, the pitch and roll angles are very
small. Then equation (13) can be rewritten as
M _u~F MR3 w sin yð Þzh cos yð Þð Þ{FTR2 sin yð Þ
M _v~FTR2 cos yð Þ{FMR3 w cos yð Þ{h sin yð Þð Þ
M _w~FTR2 wzF
MR
3 {Mg ð23Þ
with its inversion being
w~
M _u siny{ _v cosyð ÞzFTR2
FMR3
h~
M _u cos yð Þz _v sin yð Þð Þ
FMR3
where
F MR3 ~
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
M2 _u2z _v2z _wzgð Þ2
 
{ FTR2
 2
r
Thus, the combination of the block F{1123, the attitude
controller, and the helicopter will be three double
integrators. The position of the helicopter can be
controlled by three independent explicit model pre-
dictive controllers, P-MPCs.
The state space equation for the block P-MPC is
_x~
0 1
0 0
" #
xz
0
1
" #
u
y~ 1 0½ x ð24Þ
The limits are
{10 Nm¡u¡10 Nm
The error weight matrix S5 10, the control weight
error matrix T5 0.1, the predictive horizon N5 40,
the control horizon Nu5 3.
The matrices Q, C, G, W, S are
Q~
0:600 0:241 0:218
0:241 0:555 0:199
0:218 0:199 0:517
2
664
3
775
C~
4:936 {4:787    {11:644
4:450 {4:317    {10:419
3:995 {3:876    {9:283
2
664
3
775
3|16
G~
1 0 0
{1 0 0
1 1 0
{1 {1 0
1 1 1
{1 {1 {1
2
666666666664
3
777777777775
W~
10
10
10
10
10
10
2
666666666664
3
777777777775
S~
0    0 {1 0
0    0 1 0
0    0 {1 0
0    0 1 0
0    0 {1 0
0    0 1 0
2
666666666664
3
777777777775
6|16
This QP problem can be solved as the A-MPC. The
following equation is the solution to the QP problem,
which has 13 polyhedral portions R1, R2 … R13
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u~
{5:031 4:877    12:015½ 1|16h
{0:503 0:488    1:202
0:5031 {0:488    {1:202
{0:947 0:918    2:238
0:947 {0:918    {2:238
{1:336 1:296    3:127
1:336 {1:296    {3:127
2
666666664
3
777777775
6|16
h¡
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
666666664
3
777777775
R1
0    {1 0½ 1|16h{10
0:135 0:131    0:3407
{1:830 1:776    4:253

 
2|16
h¡
{1
{1

 
R2
..
. ..
. ..
.
{0:502 0:485    1:308½ 1|16h{4:783
0:096 {0:093    {0:251
1:913 {1:856    {4:445
{0:947 0:918    2:238
2
64
3
75
3|16
h¡
1
1
{1
2
64
3
75 R13
8
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6 REAL FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
In order to validate the controller, experiments were
performed in the laboratory for autonomously flying
robots. Figure 3 shows the flight scene. The heli-
copter is fixed in a safety cage which is made of
carbon tubes and has a mass of 1.2 kg. The four high
brightness lamps (markers) are used to measure the
actual position and orientation of the helicopter
using a vision system.
The control algorithm runs on a control computer
with an 800 MHz CPU, a 128M RAM, two CAN-bus
interfaces, three RS-232 interfaces, one RS-485 inter-
face, and an Ethernet interface. The onboard micro-
controller which was based on a Siemens SAB80C167
microcontroller deals with the angle velocity signals
measured by the ADXRS 300 gyroscopes and trans-
ferred to the control computer over the CAN-bus. The
three-camera vision system (the three cameras are
placed on the ceiling of the laboratory) measures the
position and orientation of the helicopter which is
sent to the ground computer through the Ethernet.
In the flight experiment, the helicopter started at
position (0, 21.5, 0.9), then moved to the position (1,
21.5, 0.9), then to the original position. Figures 4 to
6 show the controller performance. From the figures,
we can see that the step response has no overshoot
and the position error is ¡0.15 m on the x axis, and
¡0.15 m on the y axis, ¡0.05 m on the z axis. The
maximum error is ¡0.15 m which is accurate
enough for most practical applications.
7 CONCLUSIONS
The constructed mathematical model regards the
helicopter as consisting of two rigid bodies, the
fuselage and the main rotor. The model is constructed
considering the inertial effects of the main rotor. MPC
can deal with multivariables, coupling, constraints,
and time delay and can be utilized in the control of
helicopters. The explicit MPC does not need signifi-
cant computation and can run on the onboard
computer and is applied to control a toy helicopter.
The real flight experimental results show that the
controller achieves a good performance and can meet
the requirements for application. The helicopter can
now fly well in laborary condititions and outdoor
Fig. 3 The flight scene Fig. 4 Coordinate px of the helicopter
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experiments to validate its performance in a more
complex environment are planned in the future.
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APPENDIX
Notation
f1, f2, f3 unit vectors
FTR2 force generated by the tail rotor
Fig. 5 Coordinate py of the helicopter
Fig. 6 Coordinate pz of the helicopter
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FMR3 lifting force generated by the main
rotor
Fr generalized active force
Fr generalized inertial force
IF11, I
F
22, I
F
33 principal moments of the inertia of
the fuselage around the f1, f2, f3 axes
respectively
IMR11 , I
MR
22 , I
MR
33 principal moments of inertia of main
rotor around the f1, f2, f3 axes respec-
tively
LF offset of the point OF from the point
Fo in the f3 direction in Fig. 1
LMR offset of the point OF from the point
MRo in the f3 direction in Fig. 1
LT offset of the point OF from the point
TRo in f1 direction in Fig. 1
mF mass centre of the fuselage
mMR mass centre of the main rotor
M mass centre of helicopter
n1, n2, n3 unit vectors
p, q, r rotation speeds with respect to body
frame around the f1, f2, and f3 axes
respectively
px, py, pz coordinates of the helicopter in the
inertial frame in f1, f2, and f3 direc-
tions respectively
T MR1 torques generated by main rotor in f1
axis
T MR2 torques generated by main rotor in f2
axis
T MR3 torques generated by main rotor in f3
axis
T TR2 drag torques generated by tail rotor
u, v, w translational speeds of the helicopter
in the inertial frame in f1, f2, and f3
directions respectively
w, h, y roll angle, pitch angle, and yaw angle
respectively
vMR rotation speed of main rotor
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